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Abstract
This paper looks at the issue of participation and retention of women in the Malaysian workplace from the perspective of the personal vision of the women. A total of 117 working women responded to either online or personally administered questionnaire. The findings revealed the importance of hope and identity as elements that positively influence career commitment. Self-efficacy had no influence on women’s career commitment while optimism had a negative influence. Workplaces need to look into recommendations and activities that can help enhance hope and identity of women. Further research is needed to understand how to enhance hope and identity of women so that career commitment at the workplace can be increased.

Introduction
Participation and retention of women in the workplace in Malaysia is an issue which has been given importance since 2016 (Toh & Syahirah, 2017). The reasons for this are, first, the population of Malaysia comprises of about half women and secondly, women are becoming more educated, making up a higher proportion (55%) in local universities. However, their participation rate in the workforce is just over 38.05%. According to World Bank’s 2017 data, Malaysia is among the lowest ranking in South East Asia when it comes to female participation in the labor force behind their neighboring countries such as Indonesia (38.29%), Singapore (44.96%) and Thailand (45.67%) (Tariq, 2018). The workplace scenario in Malaysia sees more women in the workforce in their twenties. However, their numbers start to thin out once they start families causing males to outnumber the females. In middle management only a small number remain. Recommendations have been made to attract women to stay or to come back to organizations once their responsibility lessens (e.g. children are grown up, aging parents have passed on, etc). Khazanah Research Institute’s (KRI) research in 2016, ranked Malaysia at 106th place out of 144 countries in terms of having the lowest number of women in the workforce (“Let’s get more women”, 2017). The World Bank estimates that the number of “absent women” — women who can be expected to be in the labor market given Malaysia’s level of development but are not — ranges from 500,000 to 2.3 million. An IMF Report in 2016 stated that
when women reach their full labor potential, they contribute significantly to the Gross Domestic Product (GDP) of a country (Tariq, 2018).

The former ruling government of Malaysia announced that 2018 is the year of Women Empowerment, as women are to be recognized as a pivotal resource to drive economic growth. TalentCorp Malaysia conducted a Life at Work Survey with over 360 employers and proposed Flexible Work Practices (FWP) that can be used to retain or attract women back into the workplace. Though the proposals have been adopted and implemented by a number of organizations, there are many organizations that are unwilling to put the proposals into practice due to cost constraints. The question still remains whether FWP actually attract women to stay at the workplace. Could there be other factors that actually increase the career commitment of women or enhance their retention at the workplace? Hence this paper hopes to look at the issue of career commitment of women from another perspective: the perspective of the women themselves, and not what the organizations can do to retain or attract women to be part of the workforce.

The women’s perspective is based on a model built on theories of the ideal self as a personal vision (Boyatzis & Akrivou, 2006). The ideal self can be described as one’s personal vision about who the person wants to be and what she wants to accomplish in life. The ideal self is based on hope, identity, self-efficacy and optimism (Buse & Bilimoria, 2014). Hope is defined as the feeling that something desirable is likely to happen (Boyatzis, 2008). Identity comes from strength based approaches, a set of enduring individual characteristics, which includes one’s strengths, context and resources. Self-efficacy and optimism are personal resources that can help individuals achieve higher goals. Hence, personal vision is operationalized by the ideal self. The paper looks at the relationship of these dimensions with career commitment.

The personal vision has mainly been studied on women involved in Science, Technology, Engineering and Mathematics (STEM). However, this research was conducted among women from various industries who currently hold positions of middle management and above.

There are three research objectives. They are:

(i) To determine how elements of personal vision impacts career commitment;
(ii) To examine which of the elements has the highest impact on career commitment;
(iii) To suggest recommendations how workplaces can enhance career commitment of women in managerial positions.

Methodology

The research is a descriptive research conducted in a non-contrived setting using the survey method. A total of 110 working women were identified through purposive and snowball sampling techniques. The sample had to fulfill certain criteria to be chosen. First, they had to be working in positions of middle management and above, and secondly, they had to be working for more than 5 years. These criteria were set to understand women holding positions of influence at their respective workplaces and were committed to their career. Data was obtained through questionnaires which were either self-administered or sent online. The questionnaire was adopted from Buse and Bilimoria (2014). The returned questionnaires were then analyzed using SPSS version 24. The proposed framework can be seen in Figure 1.
Results

In terms of demographic characteristics, 37 years was the mean age of the respondents and they have been working for a mean period of 11 years. The highest number of women was married with children (41%), followed by about 25% who were single with dependents. In terms of occupation, 33% held top managerial positions, followed by 23% who were professionals. They were mainly from the service industry (27%), followed by 20% from the manufacturing industry.

The four predictors, Self-efficacy, Optimism, Hope and Identity and the criterion, Career Commitment, all had a reliability of above 0.7.; Self-efficacy 0.8, Optimism 0.76, Hope 0.81, Identity 0.8 and Career Commitment 0.84.

Self Esteem, Hope and Identity were positively correlated with Career Commitment. However, Optimism was negatively correlated with Career Commitment. Common method bias (CMB) is a concern when conducting self-reported research as it refers to variance that is attributable to the measurement method rather than to the constructs. Most researchers agree that the common method variance is a potential problem in behavioral research (Podsakoff et al., 2003). To determine if the common method for data collection impacts the measurement model, Pavlou et al. (2007) discusses examination of the correlation table of the latent variables and CMB may be present if correlations are above 0.90. However, the analysis showed that the correlations of the study variables are all below this 0.90 standard (Table 1).

Table 1: Correlation Analysis
Hope and Identity significantly and positively influenced Career Commitment. Optimism had a negative influence and Self-Efficacy had no influence on Career Commitment. Identity had the strongest influence on Career Commitment ($\beta=0.33$, $p<0.05$).

**Discussion**

Hope is central to the power of the ideal self. Hope has often been conceptualized as a unidimensional construct related to a general perception that goals can and will be met. If hope is high, there will generally be higher self-efficacy and optimism as they all lead to higher career commitment. However, in this study, only hope and identity had positive effects on career commitment. The identity is the compilation of the person’s enduring dispositions, which includes their unconscious motives, traits, roles taken consistently in social settings and other habits. By building the consciousness of the core identity, the individual is prepared for the image of a desired future (Boyatzis & Akrivou, 2006).

Optimism and self-efficacy are actually related to hope and together would enhance one’s career commitment. However, this was not the case in this study. Surprisingly, self-efficacy had no influence on career commitment. The stronger the perceived efficacy, the more likely are people to persist in their efforts until they succeed (Bandura, 1982). People who are relatively lower in self-efficacy are said to experience less hope and hence lower career commitment. However, this study did not discover similar findings. Optimism on the other hand had a negative influence on career commitment.
In this study, women who have stayed in the working world in positions of middle management and above showed that only hope and identity influenced their commitment towards career. A belief in themselves and a general expectation of their career goals have helped them stay committed at the workplace. They however perceive optimism as having a negative influence. Optimism is something beyond hope, it is a belief that things will change for the better even if they seem bleak. Yet in this study, women believe that this does not help them to stay committed at the workplace. Generally women see progress in terms of gender equality at the workplace but clearly more needs to be done especially in high level jobs. Women see the workplace as a man’s world so optimism is negatively related to career commitment. Women’s relatively lower incomes and being paid less to do the same job as men, ultimately discourage them from being optimistic about their careers (McGregor, 2014). Self-efficacy, on the other hand, does not influence women’s commitment to their careers. Self-efficacy is actually influenced by encouragement or discouragement pertaining to an individual’s performance or ability to perform (Redmond, 2010). Could it be that women are not getting the encouragement that could lead to career commitment or could they be facing discouragement at the workplace?

**Conclusion**

In conclusion, it can be said that women’s commitment to career is not fully influenced by their personal vision. Hope and identity do influence career commitment, with identity having a greater influence. However, self-efficacy does not have any influence and optimism has a negative influence. They do need hope and identity to stay at the workplace and to believe in their ability to perform. However, the barriers at the workplace might be the reasons why women do not perceive optimism or self-efficacy as important elements to enhance career commitment.

Women in the US are less optimistic than men about the future of work, according to a new survey from B2B research firm Clutch. When asked how they view their future career, more than a quarter (27%) of working women feel worried or neutral, compared to 20 per cent of men. Gender differences correlate with other factors that impact optimism, including decision-making authority at work, according to the survey’s findings. The survey suggests that men are more optimistic about the future because they are more likely to have decision-making authority in their job. Higher levels of authority correlate with higher levels of optimism (Franklin, 2018).

FWP can help to a certain extent but without the removal of the barriers at the workplace, women will not feel that they can contribute greatly to the effectiveness of the workplace.

Women in the Workplace 2017, a study conducted by LeanIn.Org and McKinsey, looked more deeply at why there are fewer women in top positions in many organizations. Their study drew on data from 222 companies employing more than 12 million people, as well as on a survey of over 70,000 employees and a series of qualitative interviews. They found, perhaps, unsurprisingly, that women are less optimistic about their prospects. They are less likely than men to aspire to be top executives. And even the women who aspire to be top executives are significantly less likely to think they will become better than men with the same aspiration.
Future research should look into how barriers impact women’s commitment to their career. It would be useful to understand if personal vision of women can be enhanced if barriers at the workplace are removed. FWP can help to a certain extent but if barriers at the workplace still exist, women will still not be a major contributor to the workplace. The Malaysian government has also implemented Affirmative Action to improve women’s participation at the workplace, however, if barriers at the workplace still remain, this effort would prove futile.
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